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com Books such as ‘The Magic Is Inside You,’ provide kids with the words to express themselves
and they shine a mirror on circumstances or feelings that they may be experiencing. Teacher and
Life-Coach Cathy Domoney introduces kids and parents to the energy of regaining control over
their inner-dialogue and transforming it in to a robust mindset which models them up for
achievement. Children are facing raising pressures and issues both within their school and
interpersonal lives. 'The Magic Is Inside You,' helps kids to regain control over unfavorable selftalk and begin to program their mind for inner confidence and success. Distinctive to this
impressive publication is usually a user-friendly resource section which may be used by parents,
teachers and professionals alike to help expand explore the reserve, its message and the
essential issues within it. Everyone wants to observe their existence reflected in literature – to
know they are not alone, to know that another person understands. Small children often don't
have the language abilities to express how they're feeling and this is where I always think an
excellent book comes into play. Suggested actions included for parents, teachers and carers to
use together with their children to develop a positive self-esteem. "In this beautiful and
important publication, 'The Magic Is definitely Inside You,' Author Cathy Domoney and illustrator
Karen Davis supply the terms and the visuals for a thing that all young children experience
–positive and negative thoughts and emotions." Megan Daly @ childrensbooksdaily.Sign up for
Madeleine as she learns how exactly to manage her thinking and turn her thoughts into a
powerful, positive, can-do mindset which paves her method to confidence and achievement.
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High Recommend This Publication for Children and Adults! Kudos to the writer for writing such
an empowering book for kids! The book's richly illustrated pictures and subtle story-telling
melded flawlessly to produce a charming tale of how to listen to the proper voice. The character
must wrestle with the positive and negative voices in her mind (like we all do), so the story is
certainly relatable and I love the message she shares: trusting in yourself may be the only way to
get your true tone of voice. I also appreciate that this book is real and lets the reader know that
we all will will have that negative tone of voice, but it is definitely our choice if we want to listen
to it or not really. The illustrations are magical and creative and I am hoping the author writes
even more inspirational books like this for children!The bonus section at the back for teachers
and parents empowers someone to change a child's life for the better, one kid at the same time.
A useful resource for anyone who works together with children or in the field of personal
transformation. :) Wonderful and practical! A wonderful self esteem tool I loved this book. I love
how she introduces the idea that we have different "parts," and we've a choice which parts we
will pay attention to. The back of the publication is filled with activities and discussion queries
that help make the message of the publication useful and impactful. I am a big believer in
teaching positive personal talk! A reserve which with beautiful illustrations - helping kids combat
the inner critic! The Magic is Inside You is an excellent children's book which uncovers the reality
about the tiny "companions" most of us have inside us and gives wonderful advice for
overcoming your inner critic, explaining what that's to children and providing them with the
various tools to overcome it. The suggested exercises by the end of the book are pariticularly
useful. The illustrations are gorgeous artwork by themselves that definitely help the story. A
charming story of how exactly to listen to the proper voice Just as the title suggests, this lovely
reserve explores the theme of self-talk - the nice or the bad voice (or our private evaluation of
our very own performance) which continues on inside our minds. Five Stars good Loved the
activities and affirmations! My 8 year old daughter and I completely enjoyed the book. Children
and adults will learn how to make life just a little sunnier for themselves and everyone else too.
Great work Cathy Domoney!! I love the way the illustrator wove what into the artwork in a
manner that flowed effortlessly with the story. The Magic Is certainly Inside You gives childrenand the inner-child atlanta divorce attorneys adult-a basic construct to empower Content.
Domoney's book is both a wonderfully inspirational tale in addition to a practical instruction for
dealing with the kids in your life to build self-confidence and self-esteem. It’s easy for a child—as
well as adults for that matter—to listen to the negative voices within their mind. In this book the
author shows how exactly we can tune our thoughts to agree or disagree with those positive and
negative voices. Personally i think this book has something for everybody. It's the sort of book
too, that you'd wish to get and re-read over and over. just an inspiring book! That is a beautifully
illustrated book that's perfect for opening up communication with kids on the power of their
words and thoughts. This is a wonderful book, as not merely did I love the story, however the
activities in the back of the guide are invaluable. A powerful story illustrating how the child's joyvoice can win over the fear-voice when focusing on how positive self-talk leads to changed
mindset and awareness. A done well book in all respects! The world is an improved place for this
reason little gem. A beautifully written and empowering little gem of a book with illustrations I
would like to just eat up!The message is so important to share that I hope this beautiful book
travels all over. The book also includes several actions and discussions to activate with your
children that is so helpful.The world is a better place for this reason small gem. This story
provides main character, Madaleine the chance to choose between either one or the additional,
with the encouragement and support of her mom. The story is told within an empowering

format that gives children the energy to endure the mental poison that attack them. This is
definitely one of these books the parent must read with their kid, and if your child has selfesteem issues then it really is imperative to feel the activities. Doing therefore will help your kids
to overcome negative feelings, remind them of their strengths, and general help them
accomplish their goals by believing in themselves. A lovely and impactful book! Maddie and
Midge, the manifestation of the 'Yetzer HaTov' and 'Yetzer HaRah'-the godly inclination and the
evil inclination.! what a sweet book!! But it goes farther to let kids know they are the ones in
control and they could make the right options in their lives.! Highly recommended! it is so
essential! the illustrations are gorgeous and the tale is just so heartfelt, so important for young
girls Positivity for children. What a great reserve for children to learn alone or better yet for
parents to read with them. We all have had those thoughts of how to proceed and had
conflicting occasions of which strategy to use. This book helps kids to understand it is alright to
possess these different thoughts, it really is normal and part of who we have been.! Parents may
also help their kids understand, reinforce, and feel great about their choices.
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